Lights Out (w/o Wiggler)  Date:  2000/12/08

1. In the Operations Room, (room 202), the workstation to the right, as you enter the room, is set up to accept the shutdown (Lights Out) process.

2. If the workstation is dark, press the “space” key. This action will awaken the screen.

3. The screen will have a window named “SHUTDOWN PAGE”. It will contain red and possibly a few green buttons. At the bottom there will be one button marked “SHUTDOWN”.

4. Record the time and the ring current in the logbook.

5. With the cursor on the button marked “SHUTDOWN”, make one left click with the mouse. The will ‘dump’ the ring causing the large seven segment LED display to the right of the workstation to read near zero. The red buttons will start to turn green. The 'main water' and the 'cvty water' may take a little longer to turn green. If you have any problems during the shutdown procedure, contact Ben Craft or Paul Jines.
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